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Abstract. The article treats a concept of the formalized modeling of the dividend policy scores
and company marketing performance scores derived (stock market position) within neutral
dividend policy implementation approach conditions as an instrument of the scores analysis
and forecasting. The methodology of the research consists of the Dividend Irrelevance theory,
Dividend Policy Significance theory and sustainable company development concept. It has
been stated that a formalized approach of the dividend policy implementation presumes a
construction of the basic relevent scores models characterizing the company dividend policy
and its marketing performance as Dividend Payout, Dividend Cover, expected Share Price,
Dividend Yield, Price / Earnings Ratio (common stock price/earnings ratio). The formalized
models of the scores mentioned are applicable for a forecast-analytical scores evaluation and
their variances as well by estimating an impact of the models defining factors exercised by the
appropriate factoring analysis method within the neutral dividend policy implementation
approach conditions. The conclusion is drawn, that the formalized models of the dividend
policy scores and company marketing performance scores derived, having been developed, are
an effective instrument for their forecasting and analysis so that proactive decisions to manage
the company dividend policy implementation within neutral approach conditions are ensured.
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INTRODUCTION
In present-day environment a selection of the dividend policy as a complex of decisions dealing
with the Dividend Payout to shareholders is an essential aspect of the Public Limited Company
(PLC) operation. The Dividend payout decisions are generally referred to financial decisions
as dividend payables reduce the company retained earnings and thereby affect the company
financial position.
The dividend policy significance for the company performance occurs through a few reasons.
Firstly, the dividend policy makes an impact on the relationship with prospect and actual
investors in equity capital (share capital, first and foremost). The reason is that investors are
reluctant to invest in companies reducing its Dividends Payout associating the latter with the
company’s financial difficulties. Moreover, certain investors rely on their dividends as a
permanent income.
Secondly, the dividend policy influences the company financial strategy and its capital
investment budget. It is an inherent element of the long-term financial policy being, in turn, a
financial strategy implementation instrument. The dividend payout presumes the reinvested
earnings decrease, a potential long-term financial investment source, correspondingly resulting
in capital investment budget reduction.
Thirdly, the dividend payout leads generally to cash outflow resulting in the company liquidity
decline.
Fourthly, the Dividend Payout results in the retained earnings reduction, mentioned earlier,
decreasing the equity capital and company financial stability.
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Meanwhile, the dividend policy on the one hand has to ensure the basic financial management
goal to be attained, i.e., the maximum shareholders well-being, on the other, take into account
all company stakeholders’ interests.
Therefore, the dividend policy management developing and justifying, an important role is paid
to the formalized analysis and forecasting of the scores related to the requirements stated above.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH (PRESENT-DAY STATE OF THE PROBLEM)
It should be noted, that the issue of the dividend policy scores analysis and forecasting has been
so far researched and covered in the relevant references, e.g., (Bernstein, 1993; Bernstein,
Wild & Subramanyam, 2001; Block, Hirt, & Danielsen, 2011; Brealey, Mayers & Allien, 2017;
Brigham, 1983; Brigham & Houston, 2015; Brooks, 2014; Helfert, 1994, 2001; Higgins, Koski,
& Mitton, 2016; Knot, 1985; Lee & Finnerty, 1990; McLaney, 1992; Penman, 2004; Shim &
Siegel, 2008; Subramanyam, 2014; Van Horne, 1989; Van Horne & Wachowicz, 2009;
Watsham & Parramore, 2004).
Generalizing and classifying their views we present the key scores employed to analyze and
forecast the company dividend policy as they form a sufficiently important company marketing
performance scores subgroup (stock market position) in the following table (Table 1):

Table 1. Key scores of the company dividend policy analysis and forecasting
Estimation formula
Score
Dividend Payout (formula 1)
Dividend Payout (formula 2)

Dividend Cover
Dividend Yield
Share Price/Dividend

Numerator

Denominator

Dividend
Dividends

Earning per Share
Net income
–
Preferred Dividends
Dividend
Share Price
Dividend

Earnings per Share
Dividend
Share Price
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Equity Profit
Preferred Dividend Coverage
Common/Preferred Dividend

Common and Preferred
Dividends
Net Income
Dividends

Net Income
Preferred Dividends
Preferred Dividends

Source: Compiled by the author of the paper

The key scores of the company dividend policy analysis presented in Table 1 may be divided
into two groups.
The scores of the first group (Dividend Payout, Dividend Cover, Equity Profit, Preferred
Dividend Coverage and Common/Preferred Dividend) characterize exclusively the company
dividend policy.
The scores of the second group (Dividend Yield, Share Price/Dividend) feature both the
company dividend policy and their common stock investment attractiveness for potential
investors.
Since the company common stock investment attractiveness is set by the company dividend
policy so to analyze the dividend policy the scores of the first group are considered to be the
basic ones.
The estimated ratio values in Table 1 are analyzed in their dynamics compared with the plan
and other issuers. The final analysis concludes the company dividend policy efficiency degree
(the most efficient, generally efficient, and non-efficient) and the change causes. Such factors
as company growth rate, dividend limitations stipulated by the contract, company performance
efficiency, and its income stability, retained control over the company activity, debt-to-equity
ratio, external financial sources availability, the company age and its performance scale are
referred to as the changing causes.
The ratio values forecasting from Table 1 are executed by the anticipated numerator and
denominator values considered as the basic factors setting the ratios values.
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Furthermore, the analysis and forecasting by the relevant determined factoring models
construction enables to determine the dividend policy scores impact on the basic company
performance scores, first and foremost Price / Earnings Ratio.
Price / Earnings Ratio are a certain common stock demand indicator featuring their investment
attractiveness, to be used in inter-business comparisons in contrast to Earnings per Share.
Generally known, the Earning per Share gain gives rise to the Share Price. The optimum is the
situation when the Share Price increase exceeds its Earnings per Share, the Price / Earnings
Ratio growing. That is why the score significance lies finally in the attainment of the basic
company financial management (public limited company) goal – maximum increase of Share
Price.
A factoring model of Price / Earnings Ratio is constructed as follows:
CD
PD
NP-1
PD

CD

P D
DP
P
= DY
P/E = E = D * E = DY = NP-PD
DY

where P/E – Price / Earnings Ratio;
DCD – Common/Preferred Dividend;
CPD – Preferred Dividend Coverage;
DP – Dividend Payout;
DY – Dividend Yield;
P – Share Price;
E – Earnings per Share;
D – Dividend;
CD – Dividends;
PD – Preferred Dividends;
NP – Net Income.
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DCD
= �CPD-1
,
�*DY

(1)

The factoring model bears a certain economic sense. The formula 1 reflects a sufficiently
complex dependence of the company common stock investment attractiveness upon its basic
dividend policy scores evaluation: Common /Preferred Dividend, Preferred Dividend Coverage
and Dividend Yield. Obviously the first ratio growth comes to the company common stock
investment attractiveness and Price / Earnings Ratio rise correspondingly. As for the second
ratio it should be considered as a certain restraining factor of the Price / Earnings Ratio growth.
However the latter is needed since Preferred Dividend Coverage characterizing company
ability to pay the dividends out and its decrease may cause market Preferred Share Price decline
affecting, in turn, Share Price. The third ratio falling down involves paradoxically common
stock investment attractiveness rise and Price / Earnings Ratio going up correspondingly When
the Dividend Yield reduction results from the exceeding Share Price growth compared with
the Dividend Payout the company common stock investment attractiveness increases. To
estimate the factors causing the changes of the Price / Earnings Ratio variances the relevant
factoring analysis method is applied.
The factoring Price / Earnings Ratio model serves as its forecasting value instrument basing on
the anticipated values of the defining ratio factors.
Relying on the company dividend policy analysis and forecasting results the management
decisions are worked out. It should be noted that the dividend policy involves generally the
common stock since the preferred dividend yield is most often (although not always) fixed.
The main kinds (methods) of the dividend policy refer (Block, Hirt, & Danielsen, 2011;
Brealey, Mayers & Allien, 2017; Brigham, 1983; Brigham & Houston, 2015; Knot, 1985; Lee
& Finnerty, 1990; McLaney, 1992; Shim & Siegel, 2008; Van Horne, 1989; Van Horne &
Wachowicz, 2009):
1. A stable dividend policy assuming regular long-term unaltered Dividend Payout furthered
by an increase in case of the successful company performance. The dividend policy of the kind
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approved by most investors facilitates maximum Share Price demonstrating the stable company
financial position. In addition most investors rely on the stable dividend as a permanent income.
2. A permanent Dividend Payout policy providing its unaltered value for a longer period of
time. That dividend policy is not approved by investors and does not promote maximum Share
Price because the Earnings per Share decline come to the Dividend falling down. Moreover if
the company lacks net income Dividends are not paid out.
3. A compromising dividend policy (between the previous two) anticipating a permanent small
Dividend payout with an increase during better years in terms of income. The dividend policy
is not totally approved by investors and does not ensure maximum Share Price since the
Dividend volume uncertainty is continued.
4. A residual dividend policy presuming dividend payout, the company investment
requirements to have been satisfied. The dividend policy is approved by investors should
essential Share Price occurs due to likely profitable investment projects implementation.
Having generalized the views of the previous researches covering a present-day state of the
problem considered in the article we transfer to the methodology of the research.

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
The methodology of the research, the results being presented in the paper, is based on the
following concepts:
1) Dividend Irrelevance theory;
2) Dividend Policy Significance theory;
3) Sustainable company development concept.
The «corner stone” of the dividend policy defining its kinds (methods) is, in the end, the ratio
between common stock dividend and earnings per share (Dividend and Net Income and
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Preferred Dividend net) that makes Dividend Payout (or Dividend Cover in inverse proportion
to it) the most important score for the dividend policy analysis.
The value estimation results depend, for the most part, on the dividend policy implementation
approach selected: passive or active one (Van Horne, 1989; Van Horne & Wachowicz, 2009).
A passive dividend policy implementation approach or Dividend Irrelevance theory developed
by Miller and Modiliani (Miller & Modiliani, 1961), implies, the Dividend Payout, with the set
investment decisions choice, being a mere part of a general picture of no impact on the
investors’ well-being. Miller and Modiliani consider a company value to be defined exclusively
by its assets yield or its investment policy rather than Equity Profit and retained earnings.
In other words, the Dividend Payout presents a “passive balance” left after the company
investment projects funding. The Dividend Payout value changes periodically in accordance
with the variation of the investment projects number acceptable by the company management.
Should the company run a huge number of beneficial projects then the Dividend Payout would
likely equal zero. Vice versa, a lack of profitable investment opportunities would drive the
Dividend Payout to 1. The Dividend Payout value would fall from 0 to 1 for any intermediate
situation (Van Horne, 1989). The shareholders seem to be indifferent to the factor of their wellbeing improvement either Dividend or fair value rise owing to the company investment projects
implementation.
A formalized picture of the passive dividend policy approach is James E. Walter model
(Walter, 1956) considered to be the first and favorable in terms of its simplicity and
visualization:
P=

D+ρr *(E-D)
,
ρ

where P – forecast Share Price,
D – Dividend,
E – Earnings per Share,
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(2)

r – Investment company profitability,
ρ – market capitalization level (an average market discount rate employed to determine
expected cash flows).
Under the active dividend policy approach or Dividend Policy Significance theory proposed
by M.Gordon (Gordon, 1963) and G.Lintner (Lintner, 1962) the dividend payout decisions play
an essentially active role. The thing is that in conditions of uncertainty inherent in practically
any company activity in market environment it does matter for the investors whether they
obtain their income in the form of dividends or Share Price rise. The Dividend Payout provides
a sense of certainty to the shareholders since the dividends are referred to current income rather
than capital gain in the future. That is why the investors are concerned about the factors
improving their well-being: Dividend or Share Price gain due to the company investment
projects implementation. Moreover, if potential investors prefer earlier uncertainty settlement
they will be prepared to pay higher Share Price entitling higher Dividend (Van Horne, 1989).
The formalized reason in favor of the active dividend policy implementation is the economic
growth model by M.Gordon (Gordon, 1959):

P0 =

D1
k-g

=

D0 *(1+g)
k-g

,

where P0 – forecast current (theoretical) share value at zero moment,
D1 – expected future period Dividend,
D0 – present period Dividend,
k – acceptable discount rate (Equity Profit stipulated by investors),
g – Dividend growth rate (taken as constant in time).
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(3)

The above models (2) and (3) are considered as formalized instruments of the dividend policy
forecasting and management within active and passive implementation approach defining the
relevant criteria (Van Horne, 1989; Van Horne & Wachowicz, 2009).
The following criteria provide a sufficiently distinct definition of the passive dividend policy:
1) A need for accounting of the company financial requirements and financial budget accuracy;
2) A necessity for the required company liquidity to be retained;
3) A consideration of the opportunity for debt capital employment at beneficial terms;
4) A research of the Dividend Payout change impact on other share prices in the industry;
5) A need for taking into account potential investors expectations;
6) A necessity for retaining control over the company;
7) A need for taking into account Dividend limitations stipulated by the contracts.
The active dividend policy is to presume a kind of confidence on the part of shareholders
towards the company anticipating a part of the Dividend to be reinvested at their free-will. It
should be taken into account that the company dividend policy is to provide both maximum
shareholders well-being and its stakeholders’ interests (suppliers, customers, employees,
government, etc.) so that a sustainable company development is ensured in the long run
providing a long-term company value (Dunphy, Griffiths & Suzanne, 2007; Freeman, 2010;
Friedman & Miles, 2006).
The sustainable company development implies its efficient long-term continued performance
capability defined by the availability of effectively utilized appropriate resources and is
featured by:
1) A stable output and sales growth (products, services);
2) A continued company investment activity;
3) A steady innovative company activity.
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It is important that a problem of the sustainable company development is to be solved by means
of the appropriate software to be developed. The researches are being run internationally to
develop recommendations for compiling integrated report about sustainable company
development, the most complete are GRI standards (Global Reporting Initiative), aimed at the
“triple outcome” (Triple Bottom Line): company economy, environmentally safe production
and social responsibility (Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 2013).
Having briefly described the methodology of the research, the results being presented in the
article, the author comes to its detailed discussion.

RESULTS
The postulated above statement that the dividend policy is to facilitate the achievement of the
basic financial management goal – maximum shareholders well-being, on the one hand, take
into account other company stakeholders on the other, so that a sustainable company
development is ensured in the long run. The balance is to be attained between passive and
active approaches within so called neutral dividend policy implementation approach that
considers both the need of the financially beneficial investment projects and dividend payout
to company shareholders (non-residual principle) driving its common stock to maximum Share
Price.
Formalization of the neutral dividend policy implementation approach assumes appropriate
models construction of Dividend Payout, Dividend Cover and Expected Share Price.
To construct the models of the Dividend Payout, Dividend Cover let us set the Expected Share
Price estimated under D.E.Walter’s model (2), equal to that determined under M.Gordon model
for the economic growth (3) of the forecast current (theoretical) Share Price gain at zero
moment; anticipating that a current expected Dividend complies with its Share Price [Van
Horne] essential for the Stock Market condition:
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Р = P0,

(4)

entering a common symbol for a Dividend as D (D = D0).
We obtain the following equation:
r
ρ

D+ *(E-D)
ρ

=

D*(1+g)
k-g

.

(5)

By a number of transformations in formula (5) we get the Dividend Payout (DP) and Dividend
Cover (DC) models:
r

D
ρ
DP = E = ρ*(1+g) r ,
+ρ-1
k-g
ρ*(1+g)
ρ
E
DC= D =( k-g − 1) ∗ r + 1

(6)

(7)

The formulae (6) and (7) demonstrate that in the neutral dividend policy implementation
conditions the Dividend Payout and Dividend Cover are influenced by the following factors:
investment company profitability, market capitalization level, Equity Profit required by
investors and Dividend gain rate taken as constant in time. The Dividend Payout growth and
Dividend Cover decrease correspondingly would be facilitated by the increase of the
investment company profitability and Equity Profit required by investors, Dividend gain rate
and market capitalization level fall as well. And vice versa the Dividend Payout decline and
Dividend Cover rise would result from the decrease of the investment company profitability
and Equity Profit required by investors, Dividend gain rate and market capitalization level drop.
The estimation of the defining factors impact on the outcome scores variances in the models
(6) and (7) is exercised with the relevant factoring analysis methods.
The Dividend Payout (formula 6) and Dividend Cover (formula 7) models having been
constructed by the author of the article might be applied for the forecasting-analytical ratios
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values estimation within the neutral dividend policy implementation conditions. Other
dividend policy scores analysis (e.g, common stock profitability (Dividend Yield)) and
company market performance (e.g. Share Price) might be estimated with the models as well.
To construct a Share Price model let us express Dividends from D.E.Walter model (formula 2)
and present-day period Dividend from the economic growth model by M.Gordon (formula 3)
as follows:

D=

r
ρ
r
1ρ

ρ*P- *E

D0 =

,

P0 *(k-g)
1+g

(8)

.

(9)

Then let us make Dividend from the D.E.Walter model (formula (8)) equal to the present-day
period Dividend from the economic growth model by M.Gordon (formula (9)):
D = D0,

(10)

entering a common symbol for a Share Price expected, i.e., balanced to a specific investor
position as P (P = P0).
Thus we get an equation:
r

ρ*P- *E
ρ
r
1-ρ

=

P*(k-g)
1+g

,

(11)

obtaining the expected Share Price model:

P=

r
∗E
ρ

r
1ρ
ρ-(k-g)*
1+g

.

(12)

Under the formula (12) within the neutral dividend policy implementation conditions the
expected Share Price is impacted by the following factors: the investment company
profitability, market capitalization level, Dividend, Equity Profit required by investors and
Dividend gain rate taken constant in time. The expected Share Price gain would be facilitated
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by the increase of the investment company profitability, Equity Profit required by investors,
Dividend and slower Dividend gain rate and market capitalization level growth. Vice versa, the
expected Share Price drop would result from the decline of the investment company
profitability, Equity Profit required by investors and the rise of the Dividend gain rate and
market capitalization level growth. The estimation of the defining factors impact on the
outcome scores variances in the model (12) is exercised with relevant factoring analysis
methods.
The expected Share Price model (formula 12) obtained by the author might be employed for
the forecasting-analytical estimation of the company market performance and investment
attractiveness ratios values within the neutral dividend policy implementation conditions.
Other dividend policy scores analysis (e.g, Dividend Yield) and company market performance
(e.g. Price / Earnings Ratio) might be estimated with the models as well.
Thus within the neutral dividend policy implementation conditions and basing on the entered
above conventional symbols the following Dividend Yield and Price / Earnings Ratio models
might be formed:

DY=

r
1ρ
D*ρ-(k-g)*
1+g
r
*E
ρ

r
ρ

DCD* *E

P/E=

=

r
1ρ
DP*ρ-(k-g)*
1+g
r
ρ

,

r
ρ

(13)

DC*DCD*

r
1ρ
(CPD-1)*D*ρ-(k-g)*
1+g

=

r
1ρ
(CPD-1)*ρ-(k-g)*
1+g

.

(14)

According to the formula (13) within the neutral dividend policy implementation conditions
the Dividend Yield is defined by the following factors: the Dividend Payout (i.e., Dividend and
Earnings per Share ratio), market capitalization level, Equity Profit required by investors and
Dividend gain rate taken constant in time. The Dividend Yield gain is ensured by the increase
of the Dividend Payout (i.e., Dividend and Earnings per Share ratio), market capitalization
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level, Dividend gain and the drop of the investment company profitability and Equity Profit
required by investors. The Dividend Yield decline is caused by the fall of the Dividend Payout
(i.e., Dividend and Earnings per Share ratio), market capitalization level, Dividend gain and
the rise of the company investment profitability and Equity Profit required by investors. The
estimation of the defining factors impact on the outcome scores variances in the model (13) is
exercised with corresponding factoring analysis methods.
The Dividend Yield model (formula 13) formed by the author of the article might be applied
for the forecasting-analytical ratios values estimation within the neutral dividend policy
implementation conditions and some other company market performance scores (e.g., Share
Value) estimated with the model as well.
Under to the formula (14) within the neutral dividend policy implementation conditions the
Price / Earnings Ratio depends on such factors as Dividend Cover (i.e., Dividend and Earnings
per Share ratio), Common/Preferred Dividend, investment company profitability, market
capitalization level, Preferred Dividend Coverage, Equity Profit required by investors and
Dividend gain rate taken constant in time. The Price / Earnings Ratio is encouraged by the
increase of the Dividend Cover (i.e., Earnings per Share and Dividend ratio), Common
/Preferred Dividend, the company investment profitability and Equity Profit required by
investors and the decrease of the company market performance level, Preferred Dividend
Coverage and Dividend gain rate. The Price / Earnings Ratio decline is driven by the fall of the
Dividend Cover (i.e., Earnings per Share and Dividend ratio), Common/Preferred Dividend
ratio, company investment profitability, Equity Profit required by investors and the growth of
the market capitalization level, Preferred Dividend Coverage and Dividend gain rate. The
estimation of the defining factors impact on the outcome scores variances in the model (14) is
exercised with the relevant factoring analysis methods.
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The Price / Earnings Ratio model (formula 14) under the author of the paper might be employed
for the forecasting-analytical ratio values estimation characterizing the company market
performance within the neutral dividend policy implementation conditions depending in the
key scores.
The forecast values of the company dividend policy and market performance scores obtained
above with the formulae (6), (7), (12), (13) and (14) might be analyzed by specific stakeholders
interested in the sustainable company development, the results presenting a forecasting
evaluation of the dividend policy management efficiency level (Large, Significant, Essential,
Fairly small).
A practical application example of the models (6), (7), (12), (13) and (14) developed by the
author presents forecasting of the corresponding annual data of Gamma PLC within the neutral
dividend policy implementation conditions, the company name having been changed.
Model (6). Gamma PLC last year end data are as follows: r=0.239, i.е. 23.9%; ρ=0.153, i.е.
15.3%; k=0.12, i.е. 12%; g=0.05, i.е. 5%, then in the conditions DP=0,547, i.е. 54.7%. Hence
within the neutral company dividend policy approach conditions at year end data the Dividend
Payout is expedient to be set at the level of 54.7%. Today under Gamma PLC dividend policy
its Dividend Payout equals 25%.
Model (7). The last year Gamma PLC bottom line data were measured as: r=0.239, i.е. 23.9%;
ρ=0.153, i.е. 15.3%; k=0.12, i.е. 12%; g=0.05, i.е. 5%, then in the conditions DC=1.829. The
estimations show that within the neutral dividend policy approach conditions at year end
company data the Dividend Cover is needed to be set at the level 1.829. Currently under
Gamma PLC dividend policy its Dividend Cover equals 4.
Model (12). Under the last year end bottom line data Gamma PLC reported on the following:
r=0.239, i.е. 23.9%; ρ=0.153, i.е. 15.3%; k=0.12, i.е. 12%; g=0.05, i.е. 5%; E=157.48 roubles
then in the conditions P=1294.73 roubles. According to the estimation in the neutral dividend
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policy approach conditions the company has to reach the Share Price up to 1294.73 roubles. At
present the Share Price of Gamma PLC equals around 1019-1039 roubles.
Model (13). Gamma PLC reported the following last year data: r=0,239, i.е. 23.9%; ρ=0.153,
i.е. 15.3%; k=0.12, i.е. 12%; g=0.05, i.е. 5%; DP=0.547, then in the conditions DY=0.077, i.е.
7.7%.
The estimation clarifies that within the neutral dividend policy approach conditions under the
year end figures the company is to attain the Dividend Yield at the level of 7.7%. Today the
Dividend Yield for Gamma PLC measures 6.5%.
Model (14). Gamma PLC last year end data are as follows: r=0.239, i.е. 23.9%; ρ=0.153, i.е.
15.3%; k=0.12, i.е. 12%; g=0.05, i.е. 5%; DC=1.829, DCD=23, CPD=60, then in the
conditions P/E=7.250. According to the estimation in the neutral dividend policy approach
conditions the company has to reach the Price / Earnings Ratio at the level of 7.250. The actual
present figure of it by the year end data equals 6.3.
Thus the neutral dividend policy approach discussed above as a practical application example
in Gamma PLC presumes that the company exercises certain score value changes and market
performance ones derived (stock market position) as well; the author believes the move is
certain to improve Public Limited Company attractiveness for all stakeholders interested with
a view to ensure its long-term sustainable development.
Having treated the results of the research the author considers necessary to compare them with
those discussed in relevant references for the problem.

DISCUSSION
The results of the research, undertaken to develop the formalized model of the dividend policy
scores and company marketing performance scores derived employed for their forecasting and
analysis to ensure effective dividend policy implementation management in the neutral
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approach conditions, carry no analogy and are considered as a fundamentally new knowledge
of the problem.
Let us compare the results of the author’s research obtained with those of the well-known
scientists and specialists in the field discussed above in the sections “Previous Research
(Present-day State of the Problem) and Methodology of Research concerning formalized
models application for dividend policy forecasting anal analysis as a whole and within active
and passive implementation approach.
The comparison has stated the following:
•

the neutral dividend policy implementation approach proposed by the author is distinct
from the dividend irrelevance theory and dividend policy significance theory enabling in a
much greater extent consider all company stakeholders’ interests ensuring thereby its
sustainable development in the long run;

•

the formalized (mathematical) models of the most significant dividend policy scores and
those of the company marketing performance derived developed within the neutral
dividend policy approach are more detailed and representative since they reflect the scores
dependence upon a greater number of the defining factors compared with the existing
models;

•

the most significant dividend policy scores and those of the company marketing
performance derived available in the author’s models as well as a greater number of the
defining factors permit to carry out a more detailed factoring analysis of the scores by the
relevant methods and their forecasting basing on the anticipated defining factor values, the
whole of these improving a decision making process in the field of the company dividend
policy management.

Meanwhile the proposed by the author formalized models of the most significant dividend
policy scores and those of the company marketing performance derived aimed at the permanent
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Dividend gain and high stock market efficiency bear certain restrictions. The restrictions to be
overcome imply a problem for future research.

CONCLUSIONS
Having completed the treatment of the formalized models to analyze and forecast the dividend
policy scores and company marketing performance scores derived within neutral approach
conditions of the company dividend policy implementation having been developed by the
author the following conclusions are drawn:
•

the neutral approach conditions of the company dividend policy implementation enables
taking into account all company stakeholders’ interest ensuring its sustainable development
in the long run;

•

the methodology of the neutral dividend policy implementation approach research is based
on the concepts of the Dividend Irrelevance theory, Dividend Policy Significance theory
and Sustainable company development concept;

•

the formalized statement of the neutral approach conditions of the dividend policy
implementation implies the corresponding formalized models construction of the most
significant dividend policy scores and company marketing performance scores derived:
Dividend Payout, Dividend Cover, expected Share Price, Dividend Yield and Price /
Earnings Ratio;

•

the formalized models of the most significant dividend policy scores and company
marketing performance scores derived developed within the neutral dividend policy
implementation approach reflect the score dependence upon a great number of the defining
factors;

•

the factoring analysis execution of the most significant dividend policy scores and company
marketing performance scores derived by corresponding methods due to the formalized
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models principles permits finding out the basic reasons of their changes within the neutral
dividend policy implementation approach;
•

the formalized models of the most significant dividend policy scores and company
marketing performance scores derived might be applied for their forecasting proceeding
from the anticipated defining factors value that allows to improve and streamline the
proactive management decisions making within the neutral dividend policy implementation
approach.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The conceptual base of the formalized modeling of the most significant dividend policy scores
and company marketing performance scores derived as their analysis and forecasting
instrument in the neutral dividend policy implementation approach conditions, discussed
above, define some general contours for a new research and performance leads. They provide
a theoretical basis for the further analysis and forecasting development of the dividend policy
scores in the neutral dividend policy implementation approach conditions and company
marketing performance scores derived in terms of its practical application aspect.
The implications of the future leads for further analysis and forecasting development of
the dividend policy in the neutral dividend policy implementation approach conditions are as
follows:
•

development of the formalized models of the most significant dividend policy scores and
company marketing performance scores derived at the changing Dividend Yield gain rate;

•

detailed and specific methodology development in terms of the dividend policy scores
analysis and forecasting and company marketing performance scores derived in the neutral
dividend policy implementation approach conditions extended to its other life cycles;
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•

refining of the techniques of the dividend policy scores analysis and forecasting and
company marketing performance scores derived in the neutral dividend policy
implementation approach conditions for individual companies in different industries;

•

development of economic-mathematical models and computer programs enabling to apply
the dividend policy scores analysis and forecasting and company marketing performance
scores derived in the neutral dividend policy implementation approach conditions in
practice for the process of its management.
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